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“[W]e cannot clearly credit the [1994 ‘assault weapons’] ban with any of the
nation’s recent drop in gun violence.”—U.S. Department of Justice 2004
study. 2
“Passing a law like the assault weapons ban is a purely symbolic move in
that direction [to disarm the citizenry]. . . . [T]hat change in mentality starts
with the symbolic yielding of certain types of weapons. The real steps, like
the banning of handguns, will never occur unless this one is taken first. . .
.”—Charles Krauthammer 3
“The [‘assault’] weapons’ menacing looks, coupled with the public’s confusion
over fully automatic machine guns versus semi-automatic assault weapons—
anything that looks like a machine gun is assumed to be a machine gun—can
only increase the chance of public support for restrictions on these
weapons.”—Josh Sugarmann, Founder, Violence Policy Center 4

The Political Attack on Firearms Ownership
On December 14, 2012, a deranged and hate-filled mass-murderer first
killed his own mother and then snuffed out 26 additional lives at Sandy Hook
Elementary School in Newtown, Connecticut. It was one of the worst mass
murders at school since 1927, when a defeated school board candidate set off
explosives at an elementary school in Bath Township, Michigan, killing 38
children and five adults. The horrific crime at Sandy Hook tore the heart out
of the nation. It filled every life-loving American—every parent, grandparent,
aunt, and uncle—with anger, dread, and anguish.
In the aftermath of this crime, many Americans are exploring ways to
responsibly and realistically reduce the possibility of another such attack,
such as by better-addressing mental illness, 5 training people how to moreeffectively respond to “active shooters,” 6 and allowing teachers and other
responsible adults to carry concealed handguns in schools—something
already successfully implemented in Utah and parts of Texas, Ohio, and
Colorado. 7
Unfortunately, others are promoting repressive laws which would have
done nothing to prevent Sandy Hook, and would do nothing to prevent the
inevitable copycat crimes that may take place in the near future. The
demands for symbolic but useless anti-gun laws are accompanied by an
aggressive culture war against dissenters. A Des Moines Register journalist
declared that well-known defenders of gun rights should be dragged behind
pickup trucks, that the Second Amendment should be repealed, that the
National Rifle Association (NRA) should be declared a “terrorist
organization,” and that membership in the NRA should be outlawed. 8 A
writer for the Huffington Post declared that anyone who believes guns may
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legitimately be owned for self-defense—or that the Second Amendment
protects that right—is a “menace” and “a danger to your children.” 9
Unfortunately, such mean-spirited and unjust demonization and
scapegoating of law-abiding American gun owners has become a central
feature of the political campaign to ban or restrict semi-automatic guns and
the magazines that go with them. Even worse, the Newtown murders are
being politically exploited
Prohibitionists use the false and inflammatory labels of “assault weapon”
and “high-capacity magazine” to mischaracterize ordinary firearms and their
standard accessories.
The AR-15 rifle has for years been the most popular, best-selling firearm
in the United States. Millions of law-abiding Americans own AR-15s and
similar guns. In an article for Slate, Justin Peters estimates that there may
be nearly four million AR-15 rifles in the country—and that’s just one brand
of rifle. 10 Contrary to media claims, these ordinary citizens are not
psychopaths intent on mass murder. Rather, Americans own so-called
“assault weapons” for all the legitimate reasons that they own any type of
firearm: lawful defense of self and others, hunting, and target practice. They
do not own these firearms to “assault” anyone. To the contrary, rifles such as
the AR-15, and standard capacity magazines of 11-19 rounds (for handguns)
and up to 30 rounds (for rifles) are commonly used by rank and file police
officers, because such firearms and magazines are often the best choice for
the lawful protection of self and others.
That is why the police choose them so often. At Sen. Feinstein’s press
conference introducing her new prohibition bill, Rev. Hale, of the National
Cathedral, asserted that the guns and magazines are useful only for mass
murder. This is a mean-spirited insult to the many police officers who have
chosen these very same guns and magazines as the best tools for the most
noble purpose of all: the defense of innocent life.

What Is An “Assault Weapon?”
Gun prohibition advocates have been pushing the “assault weapon” issue
for a quarter century. Their political successes on the matter have always
depended on public confusion. The guns are not machine guns. They do not
fire automatically. They fire only one bullet each time the trigger is pressed,
just like every other ordinary firearm. They are not more powerful than other
firearms; to the contrary, their ammunition is typically intermediate in
power, less powerful than guns and ammunition made for big game hunting.
The difference between automatic and semi-automatic
For an automatic firearm (commonly called a “machine gun”), if the
shooter presses the trigger and holds it, the gun will fire continuously,
automatically, until the ammunition runs out. 11 Ever since the National
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Firearms Act of 1934, automatics have been very strictly regulated by federal
law: Every person who wishes to possess one must pay a $200 federal
transfer tax, must be fingerprinted and photographed, and must complete a
months-long registration process with the federal Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco,
Firearms, and Explosives (BATFE). In addition, the transferee must be
granted written permission by local law enforcement, via ATF Form 4. Once
registered, the gun may not be taken out of state without advance written
permission from BATFE.
Since 1986, the manufacture of new automatics for sale to persons other
than government agents has been forbidden by federal law. 12 As a result,
automatics in U.S. are rare (there are about a hundred thousand legally
registered ones), and expensive, with the least expensive ones costing nearly
ten thousand dollars.
The automatic firearm was invented in 1883 by Hiram Maxim. The early
Maxim Guns were heavy and bulky, and required a two-man crew to operate.
In 1943, a new type of automatic was invented, the “assault rifle.” The
assault rifle is light enough for a soldier to carry for long periods of time.
Soon, the assault rifle became the ubiquitous infantry weapon. Examples
include the U.S. Army M-16, the Soviet AK-47, and the Swiss militia SIG SG
550. The AK-47 (and its various updates, such as the AK-74 and AKM) can be
found all over the Third World, but there are only a few hundred in the
United States, mostly belonging to firearms museums and wealthy collectors.
The precise definition of “assault rifle” is supplied by the Defense
Intelligence Agency. 13 If you use the term “assault rifle,” persons who are
knowledgeable about firearms will know precisely what kinds of guns you are
talking about. The definition of “assault rifle” has never changed, because the
definition describes a particular type of thing in the real world—just like the
definitions of “apricot” or “Minnesota.”
In contrast, the definition of “assault weapon” has never been stable. The
phrase is merely an epithet. It has been applied to things which are not even
firearms (namely, air guns). It has been applied to double-barreled shotguns,
to single-shot guns (guns whose ammunition capacity is only a single round),
and to many other sorts of ordinary handguns, shotguns, and rifles.
The first “assault weapon” ban in the United States, in California in 1989,
was created by legislative staffers thumbing through a picture book of guns,
and deciding which guns looked bad. The result was an incoherent law which,
among other things, outlawed certain firearms that do not exist, since the
staffers just copied the typographical errors from the book, or associated a
model by one manufacturer with another manufacturer whose name
appeared on the same page.
Over the last quarter century, the definition has always kept shifting. One
recent version is Sen. Dianne Feinstein’s new bill. Another is the pair of bills
defeated in the January 2013 lame duck session of the Illinois legislature
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which would have outlawed most handguns (and many long guns as well) by
dubbing them “assault weapons.”
While the definitions of what to ban keep changing, a few things remain
consistent: The definitions do not cover automatic firearms, such as assault
rifles. The definitions do not ban guns based on how fast they fire, or how
powerful they are. Instead, the definitions are based on the name of a gun, or
on whether a firearm has certain superficial accessories (such as a bayonet
lug, or a grip in the “wrong” place).
Most, but not all, of the guns which have been labeled “assault weapons”
are semi-automatics. Many people think that a gun which is “semiautomatic” must be essentially the same as an automatic. This is incorrect.
Semi-automatic firearms were invented in the 1890s, and have been
common in the United States ever since. Today, about three-quarters of new
handguns are semi-automatics. A large share of rifles and shotguns are also
semi-automatics. Among the most popular semi-automatic firearms in the
United States today are the Colt 1911 pistol (named for the year it was
invented, and still considered one of the best self-defense handguns), the
Ruger 10/22 rifle (which fires the low-powered .22 Long Rifle cartridge,
popular for small game hunting or for target shooting at distances less than a
hundred yards), the Remington 1100 shotgun (very popular for bird hunting
and home defense), and the AR-15 rifle (popular for hunting game no larger
than deer, for target shooting, and for defense). All of these guns were
invented in the mid-1960s or earlier. All of them have, at various times, been
characterized as “assault weapons.”
Unlike an automatic firearm, a semi-automatic fires only one round of
ammunition when the trigger is pressed. (A “round” is one unit of
ammunition. For a rifle or handgun, a round has one bullet. For a shotgun, a
single round contains several pellets).
In some other countries, a semi-automatic is usually called a “self-loading”
gun. This accurately describes what makes the gun “semi”-automatic. When
the gun is fired, the bullet (or shot pellets) travel from the firing chamber,
down the barrel, and out the muzzle. Left behind in the firing chamber is the
now empty case or shell that contained the bullets (or pellets) and the
gunpowder.
In a semi-automatic, some of the energy from firing is used to eject the
empty shell from the firing chamber, and then load a fresh round of
ammunition into the firing chamber. Then, the gun is ready to shoot again,
when the user is ready to press the trigger.
In some other types of firearms, the user must perform some action in
order to eject the empty shell and load the next round. This could be moving a
bolt back and forth (bolt action rifles), moving a lever down and then up
(lever action rifles), or pulling and then pushing a pump or slide (pump action
and slide action rifles and shotguns). A revolver (the second-most popular
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type of handgun) does not require the user to take any additional action in
order to fire the next round. 14
The semi-automatic has two principle advantages over lever action, bolt
action, slide action, and pump action guns. First, many hunters prefer it
because the semi-automatic mechanism allows a faster second shot. The
difference may be less than a second, but for a hunter, this can make all the
difference.
Second, and more importantly, the semi-automatic’s use of gunpowder
energy to eject the empty case and then to load the next round substantially
reduces how much recoil is felt by the shooter. This makes the gun much
more comfortable to shoot, especially for beginners, or for persons without
substantial upper body strength and bulk.
The reduced recoil also make the gun easier to keep on target for the next
shot, which is important for hunting and target shooting, and extremely
important for self-defense.
Semi-automatics also have their disadvantages. They are much more
prone to misfeeds and jams than are simpler, older types of firearms, such as
revolvers or lever action.
Contrary to the hype of anti-gun advocates and less-responsible
journalists, there is no rate of fire difference between a so-called “assault”
semi-automatic gun and any other semi-automatic gun.
How fast does a semi-automatic fire?
Here is a report on the test-firing of a new rifle:
187 shots were fired in three minutes and thirty seconds and one full
fifteen shot magazine was fired in only 10.8 seconds.
Does that sound like a machine gun? A “semi-automatic assault weapon”?
Actually it is an 1862 test report of the then-new lever-action Henry rifle,
manufactured by Winchester. If you have ever seen a Henry rifle, it was
probably in the hands of someone at a cowboy re-enactment, using historic
firearms from 150 years ago.
The Winchester Henry is a lever-action, meaning that after each shot, the
user must pull out a lever, and then push it back in, in order to eject the
empty shell casing, and then load a new round into the firing chamber.
The lever-action Winchester is not an automatic. It is not a semiautomatic. It was invented decades before either of those types of firearms.
And yet that old-fashioned Henry lever action rifle can fire one bullet per
second.
By comparison, the murderer at Sandy Hook fired 150 shots over a 20
minute period, before the police arrived. In other words, a rate of fewer than
8 shots per minute. This is a rate of fire far slower than the capabilities of a
lever-action Henry Rifle from 1862, or a semi-automatic AR-15 rifle from
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2010. Indeed, his rate of fire could have been far exceeded by a competent
person using very old technology, such as a break-open double-barreled
shotgun.
Are semi-automatics more powerful than other guns?
The power of a firearm is measured by the kinetic energy it delivers.
Kinetic energy is based on the mass (the weight) of the projectile, and its
velocity. 15 So a heavier bullet will deliver more kinetic energy than a lighter
one. A faster bullet will deliver more kinetic energy than a slower bullet. 16
How much kinetic energy a gun will deliver has nothing to do with
whether it is a semi-automatic, a lever action, a bolt action, a revolver, or
whatever. What matter is, first of all, the weight of the bullet, how much
gunpowder is in the particular round of ammunition, and the length of the
barrel. 17
None of this has anything to do with whether the gun is or is not a semiautomatic. Manufacturers typically produce the same gun in several different
calibers, sometimes in more than a dozen calibers.
Regarding the rifles which some people call “assault weapons,” they tend
to be intermediate in power, as far as rifles go. Consider the AR-15 rifle in its
most common caliber, the .223. The bullet is only a little bit wider than the
puny .22 bullet, but it is longer, and thus heavier.
Using typical ammunition, an AR-15 in .223 would have 1,395 foot-pounds
of kinetic energy. 18 That’s more than a tiny rifle cartridge like the .17
Remington, which might carry 801 foot-pounds of kinetic energy. In contrast,
a big-game cartridge, like the .444 Marlin, might have 3,040. 19 This is why
rifles like the AR-15 are suitable and often used for hunting small to medium
animals (such as rabbits or deer), but are not suitable for the largest animals,
such as elk or moose. 20
Many (but not all) of the ever-changing group of guns which are labeled
“assault weapons” use detachable magazines (a box with an internal spring)
to hold their ammunition. But this is a characteristic shared by many other
firearms, including many non-semiautomatic rifles (particularly, boltactions), and by the large majority of handguns. Whatever the merits of
restricting magazine size (and we will discuss this below), the size of the
magazine depends on the size the magazine. If you want to control magazine
size, there is no point in banning certain guns which can take detachable
magazines, while not banning other guns which also take detachable
magazines.
Bans by name
Rather than banning guns on rate of fire, or firepower, the various
legislative attempts to define an “assault weapon” have taken two
approaches: banning guns by name, and banning guns by whether they have
certain superficial features.
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After a quarter century of legislative attempts to define “assault weapon,”
the flagship bill for prohibitionists, by Senator Dianne Feinstein, still relies
on banning 157 guns by name. This in itself demonstrates that “assault
weapons” prohibitions are not about guns which are actually more dangerous
than other guns.
After all, if a named gun really has physical characteristics which make it
more dangerous than other guns, then legislators ought to be able to describe
those characteristics, and ban guns (regardless of name) which have the
supposedly dangerous characteristics.
Banning guns by name violates the Constitution’s prohibition on Bills of
Attainder. It is a form of legislative punishment, singling out certain
politically disfavored companies for a prohibition on their products.
Bans by features
An alternative approach to defining “assault weapon” has been to prohibit
guns which have one or more items from a list of external features. These
features have nothing to do with a gun’s rate of fire, its ammunition capacity,
or its firepower. Below are various items from Senator Feinstein’s 1994
and/or 2013 bills.
Bayonet lugs. A bayonet lug gives a gun a military appearance. But to say the
least, it has nothing to do with any real-world issue. Drive-by bayonetings are
not a problem in this country.
Attachments for rocket launchers and grenade launchers. Since nobody makes
guns for the civilian market that have such features, these bans would affect
nothing. Putting the words “grenade launcher” and “rocket launcher” into the
bill gives readily-gulled media the opportunity to ask indignantly “How can
anyone support guns made to shoot grenades!?!” Besides that, grenades and
rockets are subject to extremely severe controls, and essentially impossible
for civilians to acquire.
Folding or telescoping stocks. Telescoping stocks are extremely popular
because they allow shooters to adjust the gun to their own size and build, to
the clothing they’re wearing, or to their shooting position. Folding stocks
make a rifle or shotgun much easier to carry in a backpack while hunting or
camping. Even with a folding stock, the gun is still far larger, and less
concealable, than a handgun.
Grips. The Feinstein bills outlaw any long gun that has a grip, or anything
which can function as a grip. Of course, all guns have grips—or they couldn’t
be held in the hand to fire at all. While this means that some bills would
presumptively ban nearly all semi-autos, the likely intent is to ban pistolstyle grips. This reflects the fact that gun prohibitionists learn much of what
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they know about guns by watching movies made by other gun prohibitionists,
such as the “Rambo” series by Sylvester Stallone. So they think that the
purpose of a “pistol grip” is to enable somebody to “spray fire” a gun. And, of
course, the prohibitionists imagine that semiautomatic rifles are exactly the
same as the machine guns in the Rambo movies.
In truth, a grip helps a responsible shooter stabilize the rifle while holding
the stock against his shoulder. It is particularly useful in hunting, where the
shooter will not have sandbags or a benchrest, or perhaps anything else on
which to rest the forward part of the rifle. Accurate hunting is humane
hunting. And should a long gun be needed for self-defense, accuracy can save
the victim’s life.
The gun prohibition lobbies, though, oppose firearms accuracy. On the
January 16, 2013, PBS Newshour, Josh Horwitz (an employee of the
Coalition to Stop Gun Violence) said that grips should be banned because
they prevent “muzzle rise” and thereby allow the shooter to stay on target.
Well, yes, a grip helps stabilize the gun so that a second shot (whether at
a deer or a violent attacker) will go where the first shot went. Horowitz was
essentially saying that guns which are easy to fire accurately should be
banned.
This is backwards. It is like claiming that history books which are
especially accurate should be banned, while less-accurate books could still be
allowed.
Guns which are more accurate are better for all the constitutionallyprotected uses of firearms, including self-defense, hunting, and target
shooting. To single them out for prohibition is flagrantly unconstitutional.
Barrel covers. For long guns that do not have a forward grip, the user may
stabilize the by holding the barrel with her non-dominant hand. A barrel
cover or shroud protects the user’s hand. When a gun is fired repeatedly, the
barrel can get very hot. This is not an issue in deer hunting (where no more
than a few shots will be fired in a day), but it is a problem in some other
kinds of hunting, and it is a particular problem in target shooting, where
dozens of shots will be fired in a single session.
Threaded barrel for safety attachments. Threading at the end of a gun barrel
can be used to attach muzzle brakes or sound suppressors.
When a round is fired though a gun barrel, the recoil from the shot will
move the barrel off target, especially for a second, follow-up shot. Muzzle
brakes reduce recoil and keep the gun on target. It is very difficult to see how
something which makes a gun more accurate makes it so “bad” that it must
be banned.
A threaded barrel can also be used to attach as sound suppressor.
Suppressors are legal in the United States; buying one requires the same
very severe process as buying a machine gun. They are sometimes,
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inaccurately, called “silencers.” They typically reduce a gunshot’s noise by
about 15-20 decibels, which still leaves the gun four times louder than a
chainsaw.
But people who only know about firearms by watching movies imagine
that a gun with a “silencer” is nearly silent, and is only used by professional
assassins. In real life, sound suppressors are used by lots of people who want
to protect their hearing, or to reduce the noise heard by neighbors of a
shooting range. Many firearms instructors choose suppressors in order to
help new shooters avoid the “flinch” that many novices display because of a
gun’s loudness.
The bans on guns with grips, folding stocks, barrel covers, or threads
focus exclusively on the relatively minor ways in which a feature might help
a criminal, and completely ignore the feature’s utility for legitimate sports
and self-defense. The reason that manufacturers include these features on
firearms is because millions of law-abiding firearms owners choose them for
entirely legitimate purposes.
Sen. Dianne Feinstein’s 2013 Legislation
Sen. Feinstein attempts to reassure gun owners by also including an
appendix of guns which she is not banning. In 1994, she exempted 670
“recreational” firearms. In 2013, the exempted guns list grows to over 2,200.
Notably, not a single handgun appears on either of Sen. Feinstein’s lists. The
basis for a gun being exempted is because it is, supposedly, suitable for
recreational uses. This ignores the holding of District of Columbia v. Heller
that self-defense is the core of the Second Amendment.
The exemption list is meaningless. It is inflated by naming certain models
repeatedly. For example, the Remington 870 pump action shotgun appears 16
different times, in its various configurations. Besides that, none of the
exempted guns are covered by the bill’s ban on guns by name or by feature.
Regarding grandfathered guns, Sen. Feinstein makes them nontransferable, thus imposing a slow-motion form of uncompensated
confiscation.
Grandfathering with slow-motion confiscation may be a way-station to
immediate confiscation, when political circumstances allow. As Sen.
Feinstein told CBS 60 Minutes in 1995, “If it were up to me, I would tell Mr.
and Mrs. America to turn them in—turn them all in.” 21
Would a ban do any good?
Connecticut banned so-called “assault weapons” in 1993, and the ban is
still on the books. The Bushmaster rifle used by the Sandy Hook murderer
was not an “assault weapon” under Connecticut law. Nor was it an “assault
weapon” under the 1994-2004 Feinstein ban. 22 The new Feinstein ban would
cover that particular model of Bushmaster. But it would allow Bushmaster
(or any other company) to manufacture other semi-automatic rifles, using a
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different name, which fire just as fast, and which fire equally powerful
bullets.
To reiterate, the Sandy Hook murderer’s rate of fire (150 shots in 20
minutes) could be duplicated by any firearm produced in the last century and
a half.
We do not have to speculate about whether “assault weapon” bans do any
good. A Department of Justice study commissioned by the Clinton
administration found that they do not.
In order to pass the 1994 federal ban, proponents had to accept two
related provisions. First, the ban would sunset after 10 years. Second, the
Department of Justice would have to commission a study of the ban’s
effectiveness. The study would then provide Congress with information to
help decide whether to renew the ban.
The Justice Department of Attorney General Janet Reno chose the Urban
Institute to conduct the required study. The Urban Institute is well-respected
and long-established progressive think tank in Washington. The study found
the Feinstein ban to be a complete failure. There was no evidence that lives
were saved, no evidence that criminals fired fewer shots during gun fights, no
evidence of any good accomplished. Given the evidence from the researchers
selected by the Clinton-Reno Department of Justice, it was not surprising
that Congress chose not to renew the 1994 ban.
The final report was published by the U.S. Department of Justice’s
research arm, the National Institute of Justice, in 2004, based on data
through 2003. The authors were Christopher S. Koper, Daniel J. Woods, and
Jeffrey A. Roth. 23 The 2004 final report replaced two preliminary papers by
Roth and Koper, one of which was published in 1997, and the other in 1999. 24
The 2004 final report concludes: “we cannot clearly credit the ban with
any of the nation’s recent drop in gun violence. . . . Should it be renewed, the
ban’s effects on gun violence are likely to be small at best and perhaps too
small for reliable measurement.”
As the paper noted, “assault weapons” “were used in only a small fraction
of gun crimes prior to the ban: about 2% according to most studies and no
more than 8%.” Most of those that were used in crime were pistols, not rifles.
Recall that “assault weapons” are arbitrarily categorized guns that are
functionally equivalent to other guns. Thus, criminals, to the degree that the
ban affects them at all, can and did easily substitute other guns for so-called
“assault weapons.”
Regarding the ban’s impacts on crime, the 2004 paper concludes that “the
share of crimes involving” so-called “assault weapons” declined, due
“primarily to a reduction in the use of assault pistols,” but that this decline
“was offset throughout at least the late 1990s by steady or rising use of other
guns equipped with” magazines holding more than ten rounds. In other
words, as anyone with common sense could have predicted, criminals easily
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substituted some guns for others. (Magazines are discussed in the next
section.)
Unfortunately, Senator Feinstein’s website is somewhat inaccurate in
claiming that the 1994 ban was helpful. The Senator’s web page on “assault
weapons” lists five sources that allegedly show the “effectiveness” of the 1994
ban. However, four of those sources pertain, not to changes in crime rates,
but to changes in weapon and magazine use. Such trends do not show that
the 1994 ban was effective. Instead, they show, among other things, that the
ban took place in a period of declining crime rates. Crime was declining
before the imposition of the ban, and it continued to decline after the ban was
lifted. The shift in gun use in crime also shows that criminals can easily
replace “assault” semi-automatic guns with other, functionally equivalent
semi-automatic guns. 25
The four cited sources show that if you make it illegal to manufacture a
gun with a certain name, then firearms companies will make guns with
different names. Then, guns with the “bad” names will become a smaller
fraction of the total U.S. gun supply. Some of the guns in the legal pool of
guns are eventually acquired by criminals. (The principal means are thefts,
and “straw purchases,” in which a confederate who does not have a criminal
record purchases a firearm on behalf of a convicted criminal. Straw purchases
are federal felonies.) So over time, criminals have fewer guns with the “bad”
name, and more guns with other names. Changing the names of the guns
that criminals use does not make anyone any safer.
For the fifth source, the website makes the following claim:
In a Department of Justice study, Jeffrey Roth and Christopher Koper
find that the 1994 Assault Weapons Ban was responsible for a 6.7 percent
decrease in total gun murders, holding all other factors equal. . . .
Original source (page 2): Jeffrey A. Roth & Christopher S. Koper,
“Impact Evaluation of the Public Safety and Recreational Firearms Use
Protection Act of 1994,” The Urban Institute (March 1997).
Attentive readers will notice that Roth and Koper are two of the authors
of the 2004 study discussed above. So why does the website cite the 1997
study by these researchers, but not their 1999 study or (regarding this point)
their 2004 study? The later studies repudiated the preliminary guess in the
1997 study.
Here is what the 1997 study actually said:
Our best estimate is that the ban contributed to a 6.7 percent decrease
in total gun murders between 1994 and 1995, beyond what would have
been expected in view of ongoing crime, demographic, and economic
trends. However, with only one year of post-ban data, we cannot rule out
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the possibility that this decrease reflects chance year-to-year variation
rather than a true effect of the ban. 26
So initially, the researchers mistook a “year-to-year variation”—actually
part of a long-term decline in crime rates—for the effects of the “assault
weapons ban.” They corrected this error in their subsequent reports—a fact
that Senator Feinstein’s website does not acknowledge.
What about state-level “assault weapons bans?” Remember that
Connecticut has had such a ban since 1993. The Newtown murders are a
vivid illustration that such bans do not save lives.
Economist John Lott examined data for the five states with “assault
weapon” bans in his 2003 book, The Bias Against Guns. Controlling for
sociological variables, and testing the five states with bans against the other
45 states, he found no evidence of a reduction in crime. To the contrary, the
bans were associated with increased crime in some categories. 27 Whether the
adverse effect Lott reports is a phantom of statistical analyses or random
factors, or whether it is the result of criminals feeling relatively empowered
due to state governments cracking down on law-abiding gun owners, the
state-level data do not support the claim that “assault weapons” bans reduced
crime rates.
It is ridiculous to claim that banning some semi-automatic guns, while
leaving other, functionally equivalent semi-automatic guns legal, will reduce
violent crime. It is analogous to banning knives with black handles, but not
knives with brown handles, and expecting that to reduce knife-related crime.
Regarding mass murders in particular, Mother Jones examined 62 mass
shootings since 1982, finding that 35 of the total 142 guns used were
designated as “assault weapons.” 28 To take one example not involving an
“assault weapon,” in 1991 a man murdered 22 people at a Texas cafeteria
using a pair of ordinary semi-automatic pistols, not an “assault weapon.” He
reloaded the gun multiple times. 29 Tragically, in order to comply with laws
against concealed carry, Suzanna Hupp had locked her own handgun in her
vehicle before entering the cafeteria, rendering her defenseless as the
attacker murdered her parents and many others. 30
Obviously criminals need not limit themselves to semi-automatic guns.
Consider first the potential lethality of shotguns. The Winchester Model 12
pump action shotgun (defined as a “recreational” firearm by the 1994 federal
“assault weapons” ban) can fire six 00 buckshot shells, each shell containing
twelve .33 caliber pellets, in three seconds. Each of the pellets is larger in
diameter than the bullet fired by an AKS (a semiautomatic look-alike of an
AK-47 rifle). In other words, the Winchester Model 12 pump action shotgun
can in three seconds unleash seventy-two separate projectiles, each single one
capable of causing injury or death. The Remington Model 1100 shotgun (a
common semiautomatic duck-hunting gun, also defined as a “recreational”
firearm under the 1994 ban) can unleash the same seventy-two projectiles in
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2.5 seconds. In contrast, an AKS would take about a minute to fire forty
aimed shots (or perhaps twice that many without aiming). 31 Notably, a pumpaction shotgun is extremely easy to reload without lowering the gun from
firing position, and each additionally loaded shell can be fired immediately.
When mass murderers target victims in tightly-packed venues, a
“recreational” shotgun could be particularly deadly.
The purpose of gun bans is to ban guns
The only true utility of a ban on “assault weapons” is to condition the
public to bans on more guns. For example, Douglas Anthony Cooper
advocates a ban on “assault” semi-automatics and “high-capacity” magazines,
though he grants such legislation makes little or no difference. His solution is
to ban all semi-automatic rifles and all pump-action shotguns, writing that
pump-action shotguns “are in some ways more useful than many oftenbanned weapons, if you intend to shoot a huge number of people, quickly.” 32
In the 1996 op-ed quoted above, Charles Krauthammer calls for
government to “disarm its citizenry,” and he sees the “assault weapons ban”
as meaningful only as a step in that direction. Krauthammer argues, “The
claim of the advocates that banning these 19 types of ‘assault weapons’ will
reduce the crime rate is laughable. There are dozens of other weapons, the
functional equivalent of these ‘assault weapons,’ that were left off the list and
are perfect substitutes for anyone bent on mayhem.” Nevertheless,
Krauthammer sees the ban as useful insofar as it leads to “real steps, like the
banning of handguns,” down the road. 33
Although writer Christian Chung does not offer a detailed plan on the
legislation he would eventually like to see in place, he refers to Feinstein’s
newly proposed “assault weapons ban” as “only the start” of much more
extensive legislation. One of Chung’s complaints is that the “assault weapons
ban” arbitrarily outlaws some semi-automatic guns because of some “cosmetic
addition” while leaving functionally equivalent guns legal. 34
Writing for the Atlantic, senior editor Robert Wright similarly complains
about the “assault weapons ban,” arguing that “the assault weapons issue is
a red herring.” As he points out, “there’s no clear and simple definition of an
assault weapon, and this fact has in the past led to incoherent regulation.”
What is Wright’s preferred legislation? He advocates legislation to
accomplish the following: “It's illegal to sell or possess a firearm—rifle or
pistol—that can hold more than six bullets. And it's illegal to sell or possess a
firearm with a detachable magazine.” 35 In other words, Wright wants to
outlaw the overwhelming majority of semi-automatic guns.
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Magazines
Nationally, anti-gun advocates are calling for a ban on magazines holding
more than 10 rounds. New York Governor Andrew Cuomo has gone even
further, with a ban on anything holding more than seven. 36 These bans are
unconstitutional, and harmful to public safety.
A magazine is the part of the firearm where ammunition is stored.
Sometimes the magazine is part of the firearm itself, as in tube magazines
underneath barrels. This is typical for shotguns.
For rifles and handguns, the typical magazine is detachable. A detachable
magazine is a rectangular or curved box, made of metal or plastic. At the
bottom of the magazine is a spring, which helps push a fresh round of
ammunition into the firing chamber, after the empty shell from the previous
round has been ejected. Some people use the word “clip,” but this is incorrect.
The type or model of gun does not determine what size magazine can be
used. Any gun that uses a detachable magazine can accommodate a
detachable magazine of any size.
As detailed above, the 1994 Feinstein ban was predicated on the theory
that “recreational” firearm use is legitimate, and other firearms use is not.
The ban did in fact impede recreational firearms use. More importantly, the
ban is plain a violation of Heller, which affirms the right of defensive gun
ownership.
For target shooting competitions, there are many events which require the
use of magazines holding more than 10 rounds. For hunting, about half the
states limit the magazine size that a hunter can carry in the field, but about
half the states do not.
In some scenarios, such as deer hunting, it is quite true that a hunter will
rarely get off more than two shots at a particular animal. But in other
situations, particularly pest control, the use of 11 to 30 round magazines is
quite typical, because the hunter will be firing multiple shots. These include
the hunting of packs of feral wild hogs (which are quite strong, and are often
difficult to put down with a single shot), prairie dogs, and coyotes.
More generally, the rifle that might shoot only one or two shots at a deer
might be needed for self-defense against a bear, or against human attackers.
In 2012, Arizona repealed its limitations on magazine capacity for hunters
precisely because of the need for self-defense against unexpected encounters
with smuggling gangs in the southern part of the state. It is well-established
that drug traffickers and human traffickers often use the same wild and
lonely lands that hunters do.
For the firearms that are most often chosen for self-defense, asserting that
any magazine over 10 (or seven) rounds is “high capacity” is incorrect. The
term “high-capacity magazine” might have a legitimate meaning when it
refers to a magazine that extends far beyond that intended for the gun’s
optimal operation. For example, although a semi-automatic handgun can
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accept a 30-round magazine, such a magazine extends far beneath the gun
grip, and it is therefore impractical to use with a concealed-carry permit, to
take one example. For a handgun, a 30-round magazine may be a “highcapacity magazine.”
The persons who have the most need for actual high-capacity magazines
are persons who would have great difficulty changing a magazine—such as
elderly persons, persons with handicaps, persons with Parkinson’s disease,
and so on. For a healthy person, changing a magazine takes only a second or
two. How is this accomplished? Typically a gun’s magazine-release button is
near the trigger. To change a magazine, the person holding the gun presses
the magazine-release button with a thumb or finger. The magazine instantly
drops to the floor. While pushing the magazine-release button with one hand,
the other hand grabs a fresh magazine (which might be carried in a special
holster on a belt) and bringing it towards the gun. The moment the old
magazine drops out, a fresh one is inserted. 37
Although changing magazines is quick, persons being attacked by violent
criminals will typically prefer not to spend even two seconds in a magazine
change. This is why semi-automatic handguns often come factory-standard
with a magazine of 11 to 19 rounds. For example, Rep. Gabrielle Giffords has
said that she owns a 9mm Glock handgun. The most popular Glocks in this
caliber come standard with 15 or 17 round magazines. 38
For most other manufacturers as well, handgun magazines with a
capacity of 11 to 19 rounds are factory standard. A ban on magazines with a
capacity of more than 10 rounds means a ban on the most common and most
useful magazines purchased for purposes of recreational target practice and
self-defense.
One thing that proves the obvious usefulness of standard capacity
magazines is the fact that most police officers use them. An officer typically
carries a semi-automatic handgun on a belt holster as his primary sidearm.
The magazine capacity is typically in the 11-19 range.
Likewise, the long gun that is carried in police patrol cars is quite often an
AR-15 rifle with a 30-round magazine. 39
True, a police officer is much more likely than other civilians to find himor herself in a confrontation with violent criminals. Nevertheless, every
civilian faces some risk of such a confrontation, and every law-abiding citizen
has a moral right to own the best tools of self-defense should such a
confrontation come to pass. Although different guns work better for different
individuals in different circumstances, in many contexts the officer’s advice is
equally sound for non-police civilians who own a gun for self-defense.
Why might someone “need” a factory-standard fifteen-round magazine for
a common 9 mm handgun? Beyond the fact that government should recognize
and protect people’s rights, not dictate to free Americans what they “need” to
own, standard-capacity magazines can be extremely useful for self-defense.
This is true in a variety of circumstances, such as if a defender faces multiple
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attackers, an attacker is wearing heavy clothing or body armor, an attacker
is turbo-charged by methamphetamine or cocaine, an attacker poses an active
threat from behind cover, or a home invader cuts the lights to the home
before entering at night. Especially because, in stressful circumstances, police
as well as non-police civilians often miss when firing a handgun even at close
range, having the extra rounds can be crucially important in some defensive
contexts.
Consider the advantages a criminal has over his intended victims. The
criminal often takes time to carefully prepare an attack; the victim is caught
off-guard. The criminal has the element of surprise; the victim is the one
surprised. The criminal can adapt his plans, as by selecting different
weaponry; the victim must respond with what’s at hand at the moment of
attack. A criminal can, for instance, substitute a shotgun or a bag full of
revolvers for a semi-automatic gun. A criminal can pack multiple magazines
if he uses a semi-automatic gun. The intended victim, on the other hand,
usually will have on hand at most a single defensive gun, carrying (if it is a
semi-automatic) a single magazine. Thus, what legislation such as a ban on
“high-capacity” magazines does is give the criminal a greater advantage over
his intended victims.
Would a magazine ban do any good?
Recall that in 2004 the National Institute of Justice study found that the
1994-2004 ban on the manufacture or import of such magazines had no
discernible benefit. As the authors noted, the existing supply of such
magazines was so vast that criminals apparently had no trouble obtaining
magazines of whatever size they wished. 40
Since the September 2004 expiration of the ban on new magazines, the
supply has grown vaster still. In other words, we know that the pre-1994
supply of magazines was so large that nine years of prohibition had no effect.
The much larger supply of magazines as of 2013 means that the alreadydemonstrated period of nine years of futility would be far longer.
No one can say if a ban on new magazines would ever do any good. But we
can be rather certain that a ban would be ineffectual for at least fifteen years,
and perhaps many more. Preventing the next Newtown is something that
requires solutions which will start working this year—and not futile laws
which, in the best case scenario, might possibly begin to have their first
benefits around 2030.
It is entirely possible to speculate what might happen if criminals did not
have magazines with 11 or more rounds, just as one can speculate about what
might happen if all criminals could not obtain stolen cars, or if criminals
could not obtain guns, or if all criminals were left-handed. But there is no
particular reason to think that any of these scenarios might ever come true. 41
A national ban on the millions of currently owned “high capacity”
magazines would require a heavy-handed police state to enforce. The new
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Cuomo ban in New York will be enforceable only if the state’s motto of “The
Empire State” is changed to “The Police State.”
It would be possible to outlaw the legal transfer of grandfathered
magazines, but this would not remove “high-capacity” magazines from the
black market.
Regarding “shootout” scenarios, the types of criminals most likely to get
into shootouts with the police or with other criminals are precisely the types
of criminals expert at acting on the black market. Although gun
prohibitionists often link “assault weapons” to gang violence associated with
the illegal drug trade, 42 they miss the irony of their argument. They are, in
effect, claiming that gangs operating the black market in drugs will somehow
be restricted from acquiring “high capacity” magazines by legislation limiting
the manufacture and sale of such magazines. In short, their argument—at
least as it pertains to career criminals—is ludicrous. If gangsters can obtain
all the cocaine they want, despite a century of severely-enforced prohibition,
they are going to be able to get 15 round magazines.
Besides that, magazines are not very difficult to build. Anyone with
moderate machine shop skills can build a small metal box and put a spring in
it. Building magazines is vastly easier than building guns, and we know that
tribespeople in Ghana (who do not have access to high-quality machine
shops) produce a hundred thousand working copies of the AK-47 per year. 43
Moreover, 3-D printing technology has already produced “printed” plastic
magazines. 44 It’s not very hard—just a box in a particular shape, along with a
spring. For manufacturing actual firearms, 3-D printing is currently just a
hypothetical; a firearm needs to be strong enough to withstand (over the
course of its use) many thousands of gunpowder explosions in the firing
chamber. But for a mere magazine, the current strength of printed plastics is
sufficient.
We can limit the discussion, then, to mass murders in which the
perpetrator targets victims randomly, often seeking the global infamy the
mass media so readily provide them. Of course some such people could still
illegally purchase a “high capacity magazine” on the black market. Given
that 36 percent of American high school seniors illegally acquire and consume
marijuana, 45 it is unrealistic to think that someone intent on mass mayhem
would be unable to find his magazine of choice on the black market.
Besides that, the truly high-capacity magazines (e.g., a 100 round drum),
are very prone to malfunction. For example, during the mass murder at the
movie theater in Aurora, the murderer’s 100-round magazine malfunctioned,
causing the killer to cease using the gun with the magazine. 46 Had the killer
had numerous, smaller magazines, he would have been able to fire more
rounds from that particular gun. Hundred round magazines are novelty
items, and are not standard for self-defense by civilians or police.
Advocates of the ban on standard capacity magazines assert that while
the attacker is changing the magazine, one of the victims can tackle him.
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There are three known instances where something this may have happened:
in Springfield, Oregon, in 1998; in Tucson, Arizona, in 2011; 47 and the Long
Island Railroad in 1991.
Far more commonly, however, the victims are fleeing, and are not close
enough to the shooter to tackle him during a two-second interval. At
Newtown, the murderer changed magazines many times, firing only a portion
of the rounds in each magazine. 48 At the 1991 murders at the Luby’s Texas
cafeteria (24 dead), the perpetrator changed magazines multiple times. In the
Virginia Tech murders, the perpetrator changed magazines 17 times. 49
The Heller decision teaches us that one does not decide on the
constitutionality of banning something simply by looking at instances of
misuse. Handguns are used in thousands of homicides annually, and in
several hundred thousand other gun crimes. A ban on handguns (imagining it
would be effective) would have orders of magnitude greater benefits than a
ban on magazines holding more than 10 rounds (imagining that too to be
effective).
Heller, however, reminds us that the Second Amendment has already
done the cost-benefit analysis. The Framers were quite familiar with gun
crime, and with lawful defensive gun use. The arms and accessories protected
by the Second Amendment are those which are commonly used by lawabiding citizens for legitimate purposes, especially self-defense. In today’s
America, this certainly includes handguns and rifles with magazines that
prohibitionists would consider “large.”

International Comparisons
Some Americans, including Howard Dean, the former chair of the
Democratic National Committee, have advocated the mass confiscation of
firearms. Their model is the confiscations that took place in the past quartercentury in Great Britain.
This dystopian situation in Great Britain actually shows the perils of
repressive anti-gun laws:
•

A woman in Great Britain is three times more likely to be raped than
an American woman.

•

In the United States, only about 13% of home burglaries take place
when the occupants are home, but in Great Britain, about 59% do.
American burglars report that they avoid occupied homes because of
the risk of getting shot. English burglars prefer occupied homes,
because there will be wallets and purses with cash, which does not
have to be fenced at a discount. British criminals have little risk of
confronting a victim who possesses a firearm. Even the small
percentage of British homes which have a lawfully-owned gun would
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not be able to unlock the gun from one safe, and then unlock the
ammunition from another safe, in time to use the gun against a home
invader. It should hardly be surprising, then, that Britain has a much
higher rate of home invasion burglaries than does the United States. 50
•

Overall, the violent crime rate in England and Wales is far above the
American rate. (Using the standard definition for the four most
common major violent crimes: homicide, rape, robbery, and aggravated
assault.)

•

According to the United Nations (not exactly a “pro-gun” organization),
Scotland is the most violent nation in the developed world. 51

In the early 20th century, the Great Britain had virtually no gun control,
virtually no gun control. Today, it has a plethora of both.
What went wrong? Various minor and ineffectual gun controls were
enacted in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries; proposals for
more extensive controls ran into strenuous opposition in Parliament from
MPs who still believed in natural rights. The advocacy for gun control was
almost always accompanied by a bodyguard of lies, such as when the
government, fearful of a workers rebellion, pushed through the Firearms Act
of 1920. The government falsely told the public that gun crimes were rapidly
increasing, and hid the law’s true motive (political control) from the public,
presenting the law as a mere anti-crime measure. 52 In practice, the law
eliminated the right of British subjects to be armed, and turned it into a
privilege. The Firearms Act also began a decades-long process of eliminating
the public’s duty to protect their society and right to protect themselves. By
the late 20th century, Great Britain had one of the lowest rates of gun
ownership in the Western World. Only 4% of British households would admit
gun ownership to a telephone pollster. 53
In 1998, after a known pedophile used a handgun to murder kindergarten
children in Dunblane, Scotland, the Parliament banned non-government
possession of handguns. As a result the Gun Control Network (a prohibition
advocacy group) enthused that “present British controls over firearms are
regarded as ‘the gold standard’ in many countries.” According to GCN
spokesperson Mrs. Gill Marshall-Andrews, “the fact that we have a gold
standard is something to be proud of….” 54
A July 2001 study from King’s College London’s Centre for Defence
Studies found that handgun-related crime increased by nearly 40% in the two
years following implementation of the handgun ban. The study also found
that there had been “no direct link” between lawful possession of guns by
licensed citizens and misuse of guns by criminals. According to the King’s
College report, although the 1998 handgun ban resulted in over 160,000
licensed handguns being withdrawn from personal possession, “the UK
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appears not to have succeeded in creating the gun free society for which
many have wished. Gun related violence continues to rise and the streets of
Britain…seem no more safe.” 55
A few weeks before the King’s College study was released, Home Office
figures showed that violent crime in Great Britain was rising at the second
fastest rate in the world, well above the U.S. rate, and on par with crimeridden South Africa. 56 In February 2001, it was reported that 26 percent of
persons living in England and Wales had been victims of crime in 1999. 57
Home Secretary Jack Straw admitted, “levels of victimisation are higher than
in most comparable countries for most categories of crime.” On May 4, 2001,
The Telegraph disclosed that the risk of a citizen being assaulted was “higher
in Britain than almost anywhere else in the industrialized world, including
America.” 58
As King’s College observed, with passage of the Firearms Act of 1997, “it
was confidently assumed that the new legislation effectively banning
handguns would have the direct effect of reducing certain types of violent
crime by reducing access to weapons.” 59 The news media promised that the
“world’s toughest laws will help to keep weapons off the streets.” 60
Yet faster than British gun-owners could surrender their previouslyregistered handguns for destruction, guns began flooding into Great Britain
from the international black market (especially from eastern Europe and
China), driven by the demands of the country’s rapidly developing criminal
gun culture. 61
It is true that there are far fewer gun deaths in Great Britain than in the
United States. Most of the difference is due to different methods of suicide;
guns being scarce in Great Britain, suicides are perpetrated with other
methods.
The one major criminal justice statistic in which Great Britain appears to
be doing better than the U.S. is the homicide rate, with the U.S. rate at a
little more than 4, and the England and Wales rate at 1.4. However, the U.S.
rate is based on initial reports of homicides, and includes lawful self-defense
killings (about 10-15% of the total); the England and Wales rate is based only
on final dispositions, so that an unsolved murder, or a murder which is
pleaded down to a lesser offense, is not counted a homicide. In addition,
multiple murders are counted as only a single homicide for Scottish
statistics. 62
But let’s assume that the entire difference is the homicide rates between
the U.S. and Great Britain is due to gun control. The advocates of Britishstyle controls in America ought to acknowledge the fearsome price that gun
control has exacted on the British people: an astronomical rate of rape, of
home invasions, and of violent crime in general.
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Registration
An important difference between Great Britain and the United States is
that in Great Britain, many people complied with gun confiscation because
their guns were already registered.
The evidence is overwhelming that Americans will not comply with gun
confiscation programs; a recent Rasmussen poll showed that 65 percent of
American gun owners would not obey government orders to surrender their
guns.
Nor will Americans obey laws which retroactively require them to register
their guns. During the first phase of the “assault weapon” hoax, several
states and cities passed bans, and allowed grandfathered owners to keep the
guns legally by registering the guns. The non-compliance rates for retroactive
registration were always at least 90%, and frequently much higher than
that. 63
Americans are quite aware that gun registration can be a tool for gun
confiscation. That is why Congress has enacted three separate laws (1941,
1986, and 1993) to prohibit federal gun registration. Congress first acted in
1941 because Congress saw how Hitler and Stalin had been using gun
registration for confiscation. 64 Since then, registration lists have been used in
many countries, and in New York City, for confiscation. Indeed, even if we
look only at registration laws enacted by democratic nations, in most
countries gun registration lists have eventually been used for the confiscation
of many firearms.
Congress cannot expand or contract the judicially-declared scope of a
constitutional right; 65 but Congress can, under section 5 of the Fourteenth
Amendment, enact “prophylactic” measures to prevent state and local
governments from endangering civil rights, 66 provided that these laws are
“congruent and proportional” to the problem that Congress is addressing. 67
Congress should use this power to prohibit all state and local registration of
guns and gun owners, and to require the destruction of any existing records.
Persons who are advocating gun confiscation are irresponsible in the
extreme. Confiscation would endanger the lives of law enforcement officers
who were ordered to carry it out. We should remember that the political
dispute between the American Colonies and Great Britain turned into a
shooting war precisely at the moment when the British attempted house-tohouse gun confiscation. 68
Mass prohibitions of guns or gun accessories invite a repetition of the
catastrophe of alcohol prohibition. Just as alcohol prohibition in the 1920s
and drug prohibition in modern times have spawned vast increases in state
power, and vast infringements on the Bill of Rights, another national war
against the millions of Americans who are determined to possess a product
which is very important to them is almost certain to cause tremendous
additional erosion of constitutional freedom and traditional liberty. Legal and
customary protections unreasonable search and seizure, against invasion of
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privacy, against selective enforcement, and against harsh and punitive
statutes would all suffer. 69

What Can be Done?
Acknowledging success
Regarding firearms crime in general (and not just the highly-publicized
mass homicides), we should start by acknowledging the success of policies of
the last three decades. Since 1980, the U.S. homicide rate has fallen by over
half, from more than 10 victims per 100,000 population annually, to under 5
today. 70
Homicide, as horrifying as it is, did not make the top fifteen causes of
death for 2011, according to preliminary data published by the Centers for
Disease Control. 71 Of the 2,512,873 total deaths for that year, the large
majority were caused by health-related problems. The fifth leading cause of
death was accidents, at 122,777 deaths. Suicide made the top ten with 38,285
deaths.
Appropriately, the media tend to report homicides much more frequently
and emphatically than they report deaths from other causes. The problem is
that the uncritical consumer of media might develop a skewed perspective of
the actual risks he or she faces.
In 2011, homicides numbered 15,953, or 0.63 percent of all deaths. Of
those, 11,101 were caused by “discharge of firearms”—or nearly 70 percent of
all homicides.
The vast majority of these were from handguns, which shotguns in second
place. The FBI reports that in 2011, 13 percent of homicides were committed
with “knives or cutting instruments,” while nearly 6 percent were committed
with “personal weapons” such “hands, fists, feet, etc.” 72
Most of the guns which are inaccurately called “assault weapons” are
rifles. All types of rifles combined comprise only about two percent of
homicide weapons—far less than “blunt instruments” such as hammers,
clubs, and so on.
As for accidents in 2011, 34,676 deaths were caused by “motor vehicle
accidents”; 33,554 deaths by “accidental poisoning and exposure to noxious
substances”; 26,631 deaths by falls; 3,555 deaths by “accidental drowning and
submersion”; and 851 deaths by “accidental discharge of firearms.” 73
Regarding violent crime in general, violent crime has been on a 20-year
decline, so that today Americans are safer from violent crime than at any
time since the early 1960s. 74
The news is even better for young people. According to Bureau of Justice
Statistics (part of the U.S. Department of Justice), “From 1994 to 2010, the
overall rate of serious violent crime against youth declined by 77%.” 75
These successes have taken place during a period when American gun
ownership has soared. In 1964, when crime was about the same as it is now,
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per capita gun ownership was only .45, less than 1 gun per 2 Americans. In
1982, there were about .77 guns per capita. (About 3 guns per 4 Americans).
By 1994, that had risen to .91 (9 guns per 10 Americans). Today, there are
slightly more guns in America than Americans. We have increased from 232
million guns in 1982 to over 308 million in 2010. 76
The causes of crime fluctuations are many. They include (among other
things) changes in illegal drug activity and government enforcement thereof,
changes in police tactics, changes in incarceration rates, changes in the
average age of the population (which in the U.S. has been increasing), and
changes in reporting (which can mask real changes in underlying crime
trends).
It would not be accurate to say that increased gun ownership, and the
spread of laws allowing the licensed carry of handguns is the only cause of
progress that has been made in recent decades. We can say with certainty
that “more guns” is not associated with “more crime.” If anything, just the
opposite is true.
Armed defenders
Sandy Hook Elementary School was a pretend “gun free zone”:
responsible adults were legally prohibited from effectively protecting the
children in their care, while an armed criminal was could not be prevented
from entering.
What did finally stop the murderer? He killed himself just before being
confronted by men carrying guns, guns that no doubt included “assault
weapons” with “high-capacity magazines.” As the Associated Press reports,
the murderer “shot himself in the head just as he heard police drawing near
to the classroom where he was slaughtering helpless children.” 77
The Newtown murders took place in a state with a ban on “assault
weapons,” and with a strict system of gun owner licensing and registration—
one of the most restrictive in the nation. Not even the most restrictive laws
(short of complete prohibition of all legal gun ownership) can remedy the
problems of an absent, divorced, and detached father, and a custodial mother
who is so recklessly irresponsible that even while she tells people in town
about her plans to have her son committed to a mental institution, she leaves
her registered guns readily accessible to him.
Armed guards are generally successfully at deterring the robbery of
diamond stores and banks, and they equally legitimate for preventing the
murder of children, who are far more valuable than diamonds or greenbacks.
There are at least 10 cases in which armed persons have stopped incipient
mass murder: Pearl High School in Mississippi; Sullivan Central High School
in Tennessee; Appalachian School of Law in Virginia; a middle school dance
in Edinboro, Pa.; Players Bar and Grill in Nevada; a Shoney's restaurant in
Alabama; Trolley Square Mall in Salt Lake City; New Life Church in
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Colorado; Clackamas Mall in Oregon (three days before Sandy Hook); Mayan
Palace Theater in San Antonio (three days after Sandy Hook).
Sometimes the hero was an armed school guard (Sullivan Central High).
Sometimes it was an off-duty police officer or mall security guard (Trolley
Square, Mayan Theater, Clackamas Mall and the Appalachian Law School,
where two law students, one of them a police officer and the other a former
sheriff's deputy, had guns in their cars). Or a restaurant owner (Edinboro).
Or a church volunteer guard with a concealed carry permit (Colorado). Or a
diner with a concealed carry permit (Alabama and Nevada). At Pearl High
School, it was the vice principal who had a gun in his car and stopped a 16year-old, who had killed his mother and two students, before he could drive
away, perhaps headed for the junior high.
For schools, Utah provides a model. In Utah, if a law-abiding adult passes
a fingerprint-based check and a safety training class, then he or she is issued
a permit to carry a concealed handgun throughout the state. Thus, teachers
may carry at school. Several Texas school districts also encourage armed
teachers. Connecticut, however, is similar to most of the other 40 other states
that generally allow law-abiding adults to carry in public places: It limits
where guns may be carried, and no civilian, not even teachers and principals,
may carry at school.
Anti-gun ideologues invent all sorts of fantasy scenarios about the harms
that could be caused by armed teachers. But the Utah law has been in effect
since 1995, and Texas since 2008, with not a single problem.
Gun prohibitionists also insist that armed teachers or even armed school
guards won't make a difference. But in the real world, they have — even at
Columbine, where the armed “school resource officer” (a sheriff's deputy, in
this case) was in the parking lot when the first shots were fired. The officer
twice fired long-distance shots and drove the killers off the school patio,
saving the lives of wounded students there. Unfortunately, however, the
officer failed to pursue the killers into the building—perhaps due to a nowabandoned law enforcement doctrine of waiting for the SWAT team to solve
serious problems.
Whatever should be done in the long run, the long gun will be much too
late to stop the next copycat sociopath who attacks a school (or a mall or
movie theater). More concealed carry laws like the ones in Utah and Texas
are the best way to save lives right now. Teachers who are already licensed to
carry a gun everywhere else in the state should not be prevented from
protecting the children in their care.
Doing something effective
While armed defense is a necessity, in the short run, to thwart copycat
killers, long-term solutions are also necessary.
A very large proportion of mass murders—and about one-sixth of
“ordinary” murderers—are mentally ill. Better care, treatment, and stronger
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laws for civil commitment could prevent many of these crimes. Of course any
involuntary commitment must respect the Constitution which, as applied by
the U.S. Supreme Court, requires proof by “clear and convincing evidence”
that the individual is a danger to himself or others in order for the person to
be committed. Better mental health treatment is expensive in the short run,
but pays for itself in the long run, through reduced criminal justice and
imprisonment costs, not to mention reduced costs to victims. 78
Although “universal background checks” are, at the highest level of
generality, a popular idea, one should pay attention to the details. Every
“background check” bill introduced in Congress in the last several years has
come from Michael Bloomberg’s gun prohibition lobby, and has included a
gun registration component. For the reasons detailed above, gun registration
is anathema to the Second Amendment.
Consider, for example, the misnamed “Fix Gun Checks Act,” from the
previous Congress, S. 436 (sponsored by Sen. Schumer). Here is what the bill
actually would have done:
•
•

•

•

Create a national firearms registry.
Make it a federal felony to temporarily allow someone to use or hold’s
one’s firearm in the following circumstances:
o While a friend visits your home.
o While taking a friend target shooting on your property, or on
public lands where target shooting is allowed.
o While instructing students in a firearms safety class.
Current law bans gun possession if there has been a formal
determination that a person’s mental illness makes him a danger to
himself or others. S. 436 would abolish the requirement for a fair
determination and a finding of dangerousness Instead, S. 436 would
ban gun possession by anyone who has ever been ordered to receive
counseling for any mental problem. This would include:
o A college student who was ordered to get counseling because the
school administration was retaliating against him for criticizing
the administration.
o An adult who when in fifth grade was ordered to receive
counseling for stuttering, for attention deficit disorder, or for
mathematics disorder.
o A person who was once ordered to receive counseling for
homosexuality, cross-dressing, or for belonging to some other
sexual minority.
o A women who was raped in an elevator, and who has therefore
developed a phobia about elevators.
S. 436 rejects the constitutional standards of due process and fair trial.
S. 436 allows for the prohibition of gun ownership based on an arrest,
rather than a conviction. Thus, S. 436 would make it gun possession a
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felony for a person who was once arrested for marijuana possession,
and was later found innocent because a police officer mistook tobacco
for marijuana.
Among the reasons that S. 436 was unconstitutional was because it:
o Strips a person of a fundamental constitutional right because of
an arrest, rather than a conviction.
o Is purportedly based on the congressional power “to regulate
Commerce . . . among the several States”—but its transfer bans
apply solely to transfers that are not commerce, and are not
interstate.
o Violates the scope of gun control laws approved by the Supreme
Court in District of Columbia v. Heller. The Heller Court
approved of some “laws imposing conditions and qualifications
on the commercial sale of arms.” Yet S. 436 attempted to control
non-retail “transfers” that are not even “commercial” or “sales”—
such as letting a friend use a gun while target shooting.
o Is unconstitutionally “overbroad” because rather than banning
gun possession by persons who have been determined to pose a
threat to themselves or others (current laws) bans gun
possession by anyone who has been ordered to get counseling
even for non-dangerous mental problems (such as nicotine
dependence, or lack of interest in sex).
o Violates the Fifth Amendment requirement of due process of
law, because it imposes gun bans without due process—such as
a mere arrest, or the mere order by a school employee or work
supervisor that a person receive counseling. Regardless of
whether that employee or supervisor offered the person a fair
hearing, and regardless of whether the counselor eventually
determined that the person had no mental problem at all.
o Violates the equal protection of the laws guarantee which is
implicit in the Fifth Amendment, because it bans possession for
categories of persons who cannot rationally be classified as more
dangerous than other persons. The victims of S. 436’s unfair gun
bans would include homosexuals and other sexual minorities,
persons who have a phobia about elevators or diseases, and
many other persons who are ordered into counseling for reasons
that have nothing to do with dangerousness.

Today, the media are reporting that a backroom deal is being worked out
in the Senate on “universal background checks.” Senators who sincerely
follow their oath to protect the United States Constitution would not support
a bill which has a title of “Universal Background Checks,” but which contains
any of the poisonous anti-constitutional provisions of last session’s Bloomberg
“background checks” bill.
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Moreover, without universal gun registration, mandated background
checks on purely private sales (e.g., friends in a hunting club selling guns to
each other) are impossible to enforce. Universal gun registration is impossible
in practice, and would lead to massive resistance. When Canada tried to
impose universal gun registration, the result was a complete fiasco. The
registration system cost a hundred times more than promised. Noncompliance (by Canadians, who are much more compliant with government
than Americans) was at least fifty percent. And the registration system
proved almost entirely useless in crime solving or crime prevention. In 2012,
the Canadian government repealed the registration law, and ordered all the
registration records destroyed.
Obviously, criminals who are selling guns to each (which is completely
illegal, and already subject to severe mandatory sentences) are not going to
comply with a background check mandate. It will be irrelevant to them.
Ordinary law-abiding citizens who selling guns to each other might be
happy to take the gun into a firearm store for a voluntary check, provided
that the check is not subject to a special fee, that there is no registration, and
that the check is convenient and expeditious. Changing statutes and
regulations so that gun stores can carry out voluntary checks for private
sellers is the most that can be expected, realistically. President Obama’s
order that the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives provide
instructions to dealers on how to facilitate voluntary checks is a good idea. In
light of this order, there is no need for Congress to enact additional
legislation to impose a futile and unenforceable mandate.
“Doing something” is the slogan for politicians who seek merely to exploit
terrible crimes for self-serving purposes. “Doing something effective” is the
approach of people who want to save lives and protect the public, especially
children.
The lives of Americans, especially schoolchildren, depend on the choice
that elected officials make between these two alternatives.
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